
5. Lecture No. 2.

influences and though there were periods when an individual civ

ilization developed itself hereduring a number of centuris, it

was nothing to compare with the long development of the Egyptian

civilization.

At many points, there was lrnost a complete overthrow

by a foreign people with the result irg entrance of my new influences

into the civilization and life of the people. Both Egypt and Meso

potamia, with their constant assurance of fertility, were able to

become the center of great empires which could exercise power and

control far outside their own boundaries and to become centers of

civilization, suth as only a prosperous lard can develop.

- In between these two londs was Palestine, without ag greet

river to give it constant fertility, dependent on the rains which

at times failed to come and with a much less fertile territory.

Palestine was always under the shadow of these two great world em

pires and was constantly affected by the efforts of one or the other

of them to reach out and sieze the country befre it.

Another point at which it is interestin- to sharply con

trast Egypt and Mesopotamia is in the nature of their writing.

Both countries developed system of writing very early. There used

to be those who questioned whether Moses could have written the

five books of the Bible. We now have hundreds of

of literature from both Egypt and Mesopotamia from periods long

before the time of Moses. There is now no que ion that writing

was known and widely used long before the time of Moses.

The writing whith developed in these two regions was

sharply differentiated by t1 nature of the writing rnterial.

In Egypt, s. system of hieroglyphics was developed. T1e.se are pic

tures of human beings, of animals, of household utensils, of parts

of buildings and of other elements of daily life. These pictures.
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